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Progress check: 
Communication and language 
A summary of development for early years practitioners 

to share with parents of children between 24 - 36 months 

The 2014 DfE Statutory Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage requires 

that practitioners provide parents with a written summary of their child's 

development in the prime areas between 24 and 36 months. I CAN's Progress 

check: Communication and language is one way of meeting this requirement. (This 

document links with both the ECAT monitoring tool and Development Matters.) 

The areas covered in this summary are: 

Listening and attention - this is the foundation skill for learning to talk. 

Children need to be able to focus on what is being said, above all of the other 

noises they can hear. They also need to realise when people are talking to 

them, rather than to other children or adults. 

Understanding - learning what words and sentences mean comes before being 

able to use them. This is a vital skill in being able to follow instructions, finding out 

what someone wants and developing words and sentences to use. 

Speaking - moving from a set of sounds which means a particular thing, to using 

words and making shorter then longer sentences. This includes speech sound 

development where increasingly more adult sounds are used, so that speech 

becomes clearer to people who do and don't know the child so well. 

Social development for communication - learning how to communicate with 

other people. This includes developing skills such as taking turns in talking, asking 

questions and answering other people (This area links closely with aspects of 

personal, social and emotional development). 

Filling in the form 

The following form describes communication and language development between 

15 months and four years. The shaded boxes on the second side of each form represent 

development expected of children between two and three years. 

Circle or highlight the sentences that best describe the highest level of development you 

are noting with an individual child . There is a space below each area to write notes or give 

examples of what the child is doing. 

If a child's development level is not yet at the level expected of a 15 month old, write this on 

the first side of the form . On the second side, summarise by detailing in the action column, 

what additional support is needed / will be offered. 

Look to see whether the child's progress is in the row indicating their age band, or whether 

it's in one of the previous age bands. Taking into account how close the child's birthday 

is, one previous age band indicates progress 'less than expected'. More rows indicate a 

more 'significant concern' . 

In the summary section, identify whether the child's skills in communication and language 

• are progressing well 

• show areas where progress is less than expected (where additional support might 

be needed) 

• show areas causing significant concern, or where a need is already identified 

Let the parents know what activities, strategies and support is needed to address any 
issues or concerns. 

This form is best used for a focus of conversation between you and the parents and to 

explore this area in more detail, especially if there are concerns. 

Different languages may develop in slightly different ways. Communication progress 

should ideally be checked in the child's home language. It is important to note on the 

form which language you are gaining information about. 

(For more information see Early Education's Development Matters or I CAN's Ages and Stages of 
Speech, Language and Communication Development - www.ican.org.uk/resources. Displaying 
this poster or the First Words poster for parents will help them to be able to make more sense of this 
report.) 
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I 

Date this information was written: __ I __ I __ Name of child: _________________ Age of child: ___ years ___ months 

Language spoken at home: ________________ _ 
I 

Typical age of 
Listening and attention Understanding Speaking Social development for communication 

development 

Listens and responds to simple information/ Understands a wide range of single words e.g. Uses 10 to 20 single words although these will Simple pretend play involving eating, dressing 
instructions directed at them, e.g. Ben put on bye and gone and some two word phrases. often not be very clear. teddy, driving. 
shoes/Mohammed, give to daddy. 

Can point to pictures in books and objects if Copies gestures or words from adults. 15-18 months Links own voice with actions and reactions 
(links to Interested in music and singing. asked. 

Constant babbling and single words used from others. 
Development Gives named familiar objects to adult, during play. 

Increasingly independent, venturing away from Matters: 8 - 20 Easily distracted by noises or people talking. e.g. coaVcar/apple/book. 
months) Uses intonation, pitch and changing volume familiar adult. Returns for frequent cuddles. 

Follows simple phrases such as Drink your when 'talking'. 
juice/Put the lid on/Where 's your shoe?/Sit Developing ability to follow an adult's body 

down. language including gesturing and pointing. 

Notes 

Can focus on an activity of their own choice but Understands up to 100 familiar words - mainly Can use 20 to 50 words. Pretend play developing with toys such as 
finds it difficult to be directed by an adult. objects, some actions. feeding a doll or driving a car. 

Use of child's name enables them to attend Identifies familiar items/places/pictures when 
Can say a variety of words and beginning to put 

Plays alone for short times. 
2 or 3 words together. 

to what an adult says, e.g Sarah, eat your asked, Where 's the dog?/Show me the car. 
Becomes frustrated when unable to make 

sandwiches/Ali, put your coat on. 
Understands simple instructions, e.g. Get your 

Interested in conversation but only 1-2 words 
themselves understood - this may result in 

bricks/Tell Sue tea's ready. 
per sentence may be understood by adults. 

tantrums. 
18 months - Frequently asks the names of people and 

2 years (links to Starting to show an understanding of the objects: What's that? 
Finds it difficult to wait for things - wants it 'now'. 

Development function and meaning of doll's house/small 
Demonstrates signs of increasing independence 

Matters: 16 - 26 world toys. Beginning to ask questions and use personal 

months) pronouns (me, you, him). e.g. saying 'no' to adult. 

Uses own name when talking about 
themselves, e.g. Tim fell over. 

Uses speech sounds p, b, m, w. 

Misses off final consonants; e.g. dog - 'do', 
head - 'he'. 

Notes 
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lypical age of 
Listening and attention Understanding Speaking 

development 

Beginning to listen to general talk with interest, Developing understanding of simple concepts Knows well over 100 words including 
but easily distracted. including: in/on/under; big/ little. descriptive language; time, space, function. 

Focuses on 'talk' addressed to him/herself, but Understands up to three key words, e.g. Put Links 4-5 words together. 
finds it difficult if prompts are not provided, e.g. teddy in the box/Get your book, coat and bag. Asks lots of questions. Masato, stop and listen/Ella, come here please. 

Understand simple 'who' and 'what' and 
Can say name and sometimes age. Enjoys hearing familiar stories repeated . 'where' questions. 

2 - 3 years (links Responds to many familiar sounds e.g. Understands a simple story, especially those 
Able to use pronouns (me, him, she), plurals 
and prepositions (in, on, under). 

to Development doorbell, telephone ringing. with pictures. 
Matters: 22 - 36 Talks briefly about what they are doing and 

months) things that they have done, e.g. Me building 
castle/Went to the shops. 

Familiar adults can generally understand what a 
child has said . 

Remembers and likes joining in with songs and 
rhymes. 

Can count to 10 (towards three years old). 

Notes 

Enjoys listening to longer stories with pictures Identifies colours, some numbers, past/future. Use sentences of 4 to 6 words, e.g. I want to 
(5 - 10 minutes). 

Understands 'him', 'her', 'he', 'she', 'they' . 
play with cars/What 's that thingy called? 

Still finds it difficult to pay attention to more Understands questions/ instructions with two 
Asks questions such as what, where and why. 

than one thing at a time - Can't easily listen to parts, Get your jumper and stand by the door. Talks about past and present activities and 
3 - 4 years (links someone while continuing an activity. relate to them: I was at Sam's yesterday. 
to Development Understands the question 'why'. 

Matters: 30 - 50 Gives directions: Fix this for me. 
Aware of time in relation to past, present and 

months) future, e.g. Today is sunny, yesterday was rainy. Remembers and enjoys telling long stories or 
I wonder what the weather will be like tomorrow. singing songs. 

Can be understood by most adults, though may 
still have difficulty with r, j, th, ch and sh. 

Notes 

Your child's skills in communication and language: are progressing well □ 
□ 
□ 

Actions: 

Report provided by (name and position) 

show areas that are less than expected for this age 

show areas causing significant concern, or has a need 
that is already identified 

Social development for communication 

Holds a conversation but jumps from topic to 
topic. 

Interested in others' play and joins in. 

Enjoys helping adult with daily activities. 

Enjoys make-believe and role play. 

Can express emotions towards adults and 
peers. 

Can wait a short time for things to happen. 

Understands turn-taking as well as sharing with 
adults and peers. 

Becomes engrossed in make-believe play and 
role play. 

Can start conversations. 

Aware of others and able to show empathy. 

Enjoys playing with peers. 

Able to argue with adults or peers if they 
disagree, using words not just actions. 

For more information about how children develop communication skills and at what ages, how to help and what to do if you're worried, go to: 
www.talkingpoint.org.uk/Parent/Directory/Progress-Checker.aspx 

[_-----_ -----_ ----_ -----_ -----_ ---- _ -----_ -----_ -----_ -----_ -----_ ----_ -----_ -----_ -----_ -----_ -----_ -----_ - - - - - - - - - ~ 
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